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McKinsey: Annual CO2 Emissions Could be
Reduced by 6Gt in 2050

The Push To Eliminate Diesel
Microsoft, one of the world’s largest data-center
operators, announced they will eliminate diesel
fuel by 2030
Amazon pledged to make the largest U.S. e-commerce
company net carbon neutral by 2040
Walmart announced it is targeting zero emissions
across the company’s global operations by 2040
Google has made a commitment to operate on 24/7
carbon-free energy in all its datacenters and campuses
worldwide by 2030

“We’re announcing that we’re aiming to eliminate
diesel fuel by 2030. While diesel fuel accounts for
less than 1% of our emissions, we believe it’s
important to help accelerate the global transition
away from fossil fuels and we are charting a new
course using low-carbon fuel sources including
hydrogen.”

Lucas Joppa | Microsoft
Chief Environmental Officer

The Global Leader in the Green Hydrogen Economy
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1. Rounded figures, excludes stationary units
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Installed and operates the largest network of H2 refueling
stations in the world
+100 Refueling stations dispensing 40T/day with customers in logistics and that manage fleets

A Vertically-Integrated Company
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Customer Applications
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Driving Scale in Fuel Cell Technology

World’s first PEM Technology Gigafactory
Annual Capacity (2024)
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Green H2

Onsite generation
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Fuel Cell Stacks

The Leader In

Hydrogen Energy
Services
•

Plug Power is the world’s most comprehensive
hydrogen energy services provider.

•

Our 2020 acquisitions of Giner ELX and United
Hydrogen expanded our product capabilities and
positioned Plug to transition from low carbon to
zero carbon hydrogen solutions.

•

Our vertical integration strategy positions the
company as the global leader in generation,
liquefication, distribution and dispensing of
hydrogen.

Plug Electrolyzers

Plug Hydrogen

Generating green hydrogen through
electrolysis for local or regional
applications

National distribution of liquid
hydrogen to end users to ensure
constant supply

GenFuel Supply

GenCare Services

Turn-key service that provides
reliable hydrogen distribution and
supply

Fully monitoring service network for
real-time fault detection and
ensured uptime

The Leader In

Fuel Cell Applications

• Plug Power provides the world’s most extensive
suite of fuel cell engines and application specific
platforms in the world.
• Our history of innovation spans applications in
material handling, stationary backup, engines for
transportation and even aerospace.

GenDrive

`

GenSure

Fuel cells for material handling in
warehousing, distribution and
manufacturing

Stationary backup power for
datacenter, utility and other mission
critical applications

ProGen Engines

ProGen Aerospace

Fuel cell systems for a wide range of
transportation and mobility
applications

Fuel Cells extend runtime and range
of UAVs, Drones and Passenger
aircraft

• By enabling faster charging, consistent power
during operation, longer ranges and higher cargo
capacities our fuel cells replace batteries in most
electric vehicle applications.

Green Hydrogen

Plug’s Vision for Green Hydrogen
Economic Value, Environmental
Sustainability
We want you to be your partner in realizing the multifaceted benefits our H2 strategy delivers.
Green Hydrogen Network
Our green hydrogen network will accelerate many fuel cell applications.
The first successful one being the materials handling industry.

Cost Roadmap
Turn low-cost and declining renewable power into high-value hydrogen fuel.
Domestic energy resources strengthen energy and national security while
providing tremendous environmental benefit.

Investment Returns
Investments in green hydrogen provide attractive returns as well as
immediate cost savings and strengthened customer relationships.

The Leader in Green Hydrogen

 Renewable power Plug electrolyzers to produce
60 metric tons of green hydrogen per day (TPD)
 1,000 TPD network buildout underway, including
North America’s largest green H2 plant (120MW)
 3 plants announced and under development

New Strategic Announcements

Green Hydrogen Generation Activity
Renewable Energy Partners
Western NY STAMP
Largest Green H2 Plant in Western NY
Will use 120 MW of Plug’s PEM electrolyzers to make H2 using hydropower

45-ton per day
Room to expand

Brookfield Renewable Energy
First Green Hydrogen plant powered by Hydro
Working on additional locations and ways to work together

10-ton per day
Room to expand

Apex Clean Energy
Powered by large wind farm
Exploring multiple locations / areas to develop hydrogen plants

30-ton per day
Room to expand

Electrolyzer Solution Overview

Basic Flow Diagram - Electrolysis

PEM Electrolyzers

Best-in-Class Technology,
for Reliable Performance
In 2020, Plug Power acquired a leading producer of electrolyzers. Plug
electrolyzers convert electricity into green hydrogen with industry leading
efficiency, enabling the lowest cost of ownership.

Scalable from fully containerized
to industrial-scale plants

 1, 5, and 25 MW Turnkey Electrolyzer Systems

Highest efficiency
in the industry

 Superior PEM Technology delivers 99.999% purity at 40bar(g)
 Highest Performance at >88% efficiency and >99% availability
 Operational Flexibility maximizes renewable energy sources
 25,000+ Units Deployed worldwide
 20,000+ Hours of Rigorous Testing
 Gigawatt-Scale Manufacturing – Rochester, NY, USA

Lowest cost per molecule
in the industry

Electrolyzer Stacks and Systems: Versatile and Scalable
1 MW System: 200 Nm3/hr, 450 kg/day
•
•
•
•

Standard 40’ ISO container
Integrating 1x Allagash Stack
Fully Containerized Solution – incl. full BoP
Scalable Drop-and-Play Convenience

5 MW Modular System:
1000 Nm3/hr, 2,160 kg/day
•

•
•

Efficient, scalable
solution for large volume
H2 plants
Integrating 5x1MW
Allagash Stacks
Includes full BoP for
turnkey simplicity

ALLAGASH STACK
The 1 MW Allagash platform offers the best-in-class
price-performance in the production range from 30
Nm3/hr to 400 Nm3/hr within an extremely compact
single assembly. The breakthrough rectangular
pressure vessel design optimizes material utilization
while maintaining Plug Power’s market leadership in
stack performance. The Allagash stack is at the heart
of our 5 MW modular system.

Large-Scale Green H2 Plants

Fuel Cell Power Generation
Solution Overview

Stationary Power Applications

Microgrid/Energy Storage

Telecom Networks

Transportation

Scale from individual facility to
utility-scale power and
resiliency

Backup power for wireline and
wireless network facilities

Rail and automotive
communications and signaling
infrastructure

EV Infrastructure

Port Electrification

Critical Backup

Fleet charging and electrical
infrastructure augmentation

Cold ironing, TRU electrification,
and port vehicle charging
solutions

Reliable backup for facility
and campus applications

Generators Issues
• Permitting issues
• Acoustic restrictions
• Emission restrictions

• Maintenance issues
• Preventive maintenance schedules
• Fuel polishing requirements

• Reliability issues
• Mechanical failures
• Transfer switch failures
• Battery failures

Eliminate Diesel Air Pollution
Standard Diesel Air Pollutants
•

Particulate Matter (Soot, Ash)

•

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

•

Sulfur dioxide ( SOx)

•

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

•

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

•

Other Greenhouse Gases (GHG)

•

Volatile Organic Compounds (Benzene, Toluene, Xylene)

https://oeconline.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/FINAL2020-diesel-reportfact-sheet.pdf

“Diesel exhaust contains more than 40 toxic air contaminants, including a
variety of carcinogenic compounds. The California Air Resources Board
estimates that an uncontrolled 1 megawatt diesel engine operating for only
250 hours per year would increase the cancer risk to residents within one city
block by as much as 50 percent.”
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/overview-diesel-exhaust-and-health

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/03/f9/fuel_cycle_comparison_report.pdf

The Leader In Proven Reliability

Plug Power has the largest deployed base of fuel
cells in critical power applications today.

4,900+
systems in service

35

countries

2,970
locations

8.4

megawatts

of deployed capacity

Southern Linc
relies on Plug Power
Southern Linc, a wireless networking division of
Southern Company, uses hydrogen fuel cell backup with
intelligent fuel level monitoring to provide 7 days of
backup at each site.
The cabinets integrate communications equipment and
GenSure fuel cells to reduce footprint and lower
deployment cost.

500

Integrated cabinets
deployed

87%

Footprint savings over
prior technologies

“We value our relationship with Plug Power
and lean on their expertise in zoning and
permitting to assist with the deployment of
our progressive hydrogen and fuel cellpowered network.”

David Woodham
Southern Linc
Engineering Project Manager

Pacific Gas & Electric
relies on Plug Power
PG&E has 300 standby emergency generators to
automatically power-up during outages, keeping critical
assets like radio and fiber optic equipment operational.
By transitioning to hydrogen fuel cells, the company is
eliminating their reliance on propane and diesel,
reducing pollutants, lowering noise and increasing
reliability

20
Critical radio and SCADA sites run on Plug
Power technology today

“We spend a lot of time and money
sending people to remote generators to
check the oil, change the plugs and
repair the breakdowns.”

JD Van Wyhe
PG&E
IT Product Specialist

Critical Power Applications
Critical Power Backup: Value Proposition
•
•
•
•

Smaller Footprint
Higher Power Density
Low TCO for Wireless Base Stations & Wireline Nodes
Noise Reduction

Demonstrated with the Southern Company – ~500
sites deployed
High Power Zero-Emission: Value Proposition
•
•
•
•
•

Reduces Noise Pollution
Reduces Air Pollution
Improves Reliability
Improves Response Time
Zero-emission Power – Scalable in 1.5 MW Increments

Diesel Engine Replacement

GenSure HP Fuel Cell Generator

Fuel Cells for large-scale
backup power
•

GenSure HP Systems are efficient, ultra reliable and
environmentally responsible replacements for diesel
generators in high power, mission critical applications.

•

Scaling based on our 125kW ProGen platform, these systems
enable growth and capacity expansion for the life of your
facility needs.

•

Systems expand from 100kW to multi-megawatt.

ProGen 125

1 MW GenSure HP

GenSure LP Systems
Fuel Cells for
Infrastructure Backup
•

GenSure LP Systems provide a reliable replacement for
batteries and generators in remote infrastructure
applications from telecom networks to rail signalling and
beyond.

•

Like all of our fuel cells they operate without emissions and
with high reliability to ensure backup power that can last for
days.

•

GenSure LP systems start at 1K and scale as required for
your application’s needs.

Complete Solutions

Hydrogen Energy Storage vs. Batteries
• If storing surplus Renewable Energy for more than
~8 hours, hydrogen is clearly the winner
• If hydrogen is used as a fuel for fuel cell vehicles or
as raw material for industry, the advantages are
even greater!

Electrolyzer

Storage

Hydrogen
Battery

Fuel Cell

Energy Storage Costs
Energy

Hydrogen vs Battery
($/kWh)

Zero-emission Microgrid Features
Design Parameters:
• Primary energy supply – Solar and/or wind
• Short-term energy storage – Battery
• Long-term energy storage – H2
Unique System Features:
• Fuel Cell supports full load and only consumes fuel to
match load
• Fuel Cell can maintain battery voltage at a set level but
let solar/wind recharge battery
• Fuel Cell provides zero-emission unlimited backup
runtime with fuel replenishment
• Optional electrolyzer for excess solar curtailment and
H2 production

Zero-Emission Critical Backup Power

Challenges & Opportunities
Plug Power is poised for success in an expanding hydrogen landscape

• The appetite for sustainable
power is growing quickly
• Scaling up
• Developing solutions to meet the
needs of a diverse set of
applications
• Building the green hydrogen
economy

Tax Credit Overview

30%

26%

2017 - 2019

2020 - 2022

22%
2023

• Applies to a percentage of fuel cell system costs, up to a maximum of
$3,000 per kilowatt of fuel cell rated power
• Must be operational in the year in which the credit is claimed
• Projects that commence construction before December 31, 2023 are
eligible for a 22% credit if placed into service/commissioned by January
1, 2026
• Achieves parity with other renewable technology products
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